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01 CORE TEXTS

At the heart of our English learning are high quality texts 
that engage children and promote enthusiastic readers 
and writers.

Supported by quality non-fiction and poetry texts to 
provide a broad range of reading and writing 
opportunities.



● Vocabulary rich, age-appropriate, engaging  texts

● Support children in becoming independent readers

● Help promote the enjoyment of reading

● Create positive, shared reading experiences

● Provide motivating and meaningful writers’ opportunities



THEMED APPROACH

ENGLISH
The London Eye Mystery

SCIENCE
How do forces affect 
a moving object?

HISTORY
Local transport study

● Cross-curricula 
● Themed approach
● Children make connections
● Deepens learning



02 READING AT NEPS
EYFS 
Nursery - early acquisition of letter sounds

Reception - Phonics / Early stage reading process / common and tricky words

Delivered through the Read Write Inc program

Synthetic Phonics:  letter sounds, building
up to the blending of sounds to achieve full
pronunciation of words

Writing / Spelling of words incorporated

Children are supported with the phonics acquisition through Years 3-6. 



02 READING AT NEPS
KS1
● Daily Phonics teaching (the Read Write Inc program followed to the end of Year 2)
● There are 10 Phonics groups that run across KS1.
● Children’s phonics and early reading ensures each child’s needs are met
● Books sent home to match children’s levels to support their early reading

Children progress to chapter books and Reading across the wider curriculum.

Daily Guided Reading groups to support reading and comprehension

Spelling / composition integral to the program (the Spelling program runs all 
the way through to Year 6).



02 READING AT NEPS
KS2
Emphasis on quality Core Texts + reading across the wider curriculum
This is the Year of Reading, Reading and more Reading. 

New Chrome Books will allow for more research activities and added 
reading opportunities

1:2:1 and catch-up readers to support continual improvement in any 
children who need further reading support

Independent reading opportunities

Teachers modelling reading 



02 READING AT NEPS
Last year, we launched the ‘Reading Skills’ program.

These are 2x weekly lessons that focus on:

● the explicit teaching of reading skills and strategies 
● teaching the 8 ‘domains’ from the National Curriculum
● how to interpret and answer reading / comprehension questions

Emphasis on teacher modelling a ‘Reading Skill’ and children practising 
comprehension style questions



READING SKILLS - Lesson 1

● Regular practice of Core reading skills
● Teacher models how to answer a question type
● Children practice answering a question type



READING SKILLS - Lesson 2

● Further modelling of key reading skills
● Children practice the reading skills with a variety of questions related to this reading skill



READING SKILLS - Lesson 2

A.P.E is used to give a structure to questions that require 
more detailed answers.



03 LINK BETWEEN READING AND WRITING

● Research shows that when children read extensively, they become 
better writers.

● Reading helps children learn text, sentence and language structures 
they can transfer to their writing.

● In addition, reading provides children with prior learning they can use 
in their own stories.



“Reading and writing cannot be separated.  
Reading is breathing in, writing is breathing out”

— PAM ALLYN



Another way to 
look at the 
importance of 
reading...



04 WRITING APPROACH AT NEPS
At NEPS, we are focused on delivering high quality reading opportunities:  Core 
Texts, reading across the curriculum, teacher-led reading, phonics, 
independent reading, comprehensions, Guided Reading, Reading Skills and 
1:2:1 reading.

We aim to create a community of writers across the school, by:
- making the connection between what we read and composition
- deconstruct texts:  why has the author chosen this word?   what effect 

does this sentence have?  how could the author have written this 
differently?

- model the process of writing
- collate ideas and share the writing process
- build confidence and tools for independent writing



04 WRITING APPROACH AT NEPS

To make the link from reading to writing, we use a number of programs:

EYFS : Talk4Writing

Year 1:  Talk4Writing / Core Texts

Year 2:  Core Texts / Art of Teaching Writing

KS2:  Core Texts / Art of Teaching Writing



Talk4Writing - EYFS / Year 1

3 part Reading & Writing model:

● Children imitate a model text 
● Children innovate the text
● Children write an independent version

Used in EYFS / Year 1



Talk4Writing



Talk4Writing



Talk4Writing



CORE TEXTS / ART of TEACHING WRITING: Years 2 - 6
Using a high-quality, vocabulary-rich Core Text - aligned to half-termly themes -
allows the opportunity to provide for a range of purposeful and meaningful 
writing outcomes.

To make the most of these Core Texts, we:

- deconstruct the text: vocabulary choices, settings, 
character choices

- integrate purposeful Grammar teaching
- use drama to draw out added vocabulary / character 

motivation / characters’ thoughts
- modelled and shared writing
- a range of independent written outcomes
- allow children time to edit & review & reflect on their 

work



05 PARENTAL SUPPORT 
As teachers, we know that the support provided at home is 
invaluable to children reaching their full potential.

Some ways to help at home include:

● Promote a love of reading
● Read to your children
● Hear your children read
● Ensure homework is done to a high standard
● Encourage children to write freely / invent their own stories
● READ READ READ!
● Use Reading Records every day (KS2)



05 PARENTAL SUPPORT 
Reading Record Insert

Links to our Reading Skills 
lessons.

Prompts for the children to 
complete their reading 
records and what to focus 
on as they read.



05 PARENTAL SUPPORT 
Coming soon - Reading Skills Book Marks

Links to our Reading Skills lessons.

Prompts for types of questions to ask your child as 
they read.


